Accommodation of amino acid insertions in an alpha-helix of T4 lysozyme. Structural and thermodynamic analysis.
One to four alanines were inserted by site-directed mutagenesis at three different locations within the alpha-helix comprising residues 39 to 50 in bacteriophage T4 lysozyme. All insertion mutants were correctly folded and catalytically active although the insertions led to a thermal destabilization by 1.1 to 4.2 kcal/mol when compared to wild-type. Variants that restored part of the loss in stability associated with the initial alanine insertions could be found by randomizing the inserted amino acids. In selected cases, directed mutagenesis of adjacent residues was also used to regain stability. Structural information obtained from X-ray crystallography and/or 2D-NMR for 10 different variants showed two distinct ways in which the protein responded to the amino acid insertions: (1) The inserted amino acids were incorporated into the helix by replacing preceding wild-type amino acids and causing a shift in register towards the N terminus. As a consequence, wild-type amino acids were translocated from the helix into the preceding loop. (2) Insertions caused a "looping out" within the alpha-helix. In this case the perturbation was confined to a minimal region in the immediate vicinity of the insertion. No change in the length of the helix was detected in either case. The structural response appears to be determined by the maintenance of the hydrophobic interface between the helix and the rest of the protein. This interface remains essentially intact in all variant structures. The results exemplify the plasticity and the adaptability of the protein structure which allows the incorporation of additional amino acids into a secondary structure element without large structural perturbations, as long as vital internal interactions are preserved. They also suggest that loops in proteins related by evolution can vary in length not only because of insertions within the loops themselves but also as a consequence of insertions within neighboring secondary structure elements.